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Abstract

Background: Current diagnostic approaches to MND rely heavily upon the
history of present illness and neurocognitive testing with functional neuroimaging
playing a minimal role. The use of fMRI as a clinical tool has been limited due
to the lack of a standardized protocol of cognitive testing appropriate for the
scanning environment and lack of normalized data to which the individual patient
can be compared. We therefore present Functional NeuroCognitive ImagingTM
and Notus NeuroCogsTM, a unique protocol for the assessment of MND.
Methods: The fNCITM and Notus NeuroCogsTM protocol was initially
performed on a population of 60 normative reference volunteers (32 Female, 28
Male) between the ages of 19-57 years old to produce a normative atlas. Four
patients with clinical complaints of cognitive impairment underwent fNCITM
and Notus NeuroCogsTM imaging and were compared to the normative atlas.
Results: Structural imaging of Patient A-D alone could not confirm the
diagnosis of MND. Patient A demonstrated severe cognitive deficits in 16 of 57
regions of interest (ROI), patient B in 26 of 57 ROI, patient C in 20 of 57 ROI,
and patient D in 14 of 57 ROI. These results correspond with Moderate, Severe,
Severe, and Moderate neurovascular uncoupling, respectively.
Conclusions: This report outlines the novel use of fMRI in the assessment
of MND and demonstrates its effective use in four patients. Specifically, we
show the protocol’s possible use as a clinical tool in characterizing the severity of
cognitive impairment and early detection of cognitive impairment in patients at
risk for MND.
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Introduction

Major Neurocognitive Disorder (MND) represents a group of heterogeneous
disorders characterized by progressive decline in one or more of the following
cognitive domains: language, executive function, memory and learning, social
cognition, attention, and perceptual-motor. The deficit must reveal a decline
from a previous point of function and show evidence of interference with the
independence and day-to-day operations of the individual [1].
Epps et al.
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The most prevalent form of MND is Alzheimer’s disease
(60-80%) [2]. It is estimated that 6.7 million individuals in the
U.S over 65 years of age will have Alzheimer’s disease by 2025
[2]. Vascular dementia, fronto-temporal dementia, and Lewy
body dementia are significant, but less common, causes [3-5].
The expanding burden of MND calls for the need of clinical
tools to help in both the early identification of at risk patients
and the ability to clearly discriminate between spectrums of
severity within MND. This will enable the development of
successful preventative and treatment stratagems.
Currently, the approach to diagnosing a patient with
MND relies heavily upon the history of present illness,
neurocognitive testing, and ruling out other causes of
cognitive impairment (medications, thyroid function, vitamin
deficiencies, chronic disease, etc.). Traditional cognitive tests
include the Mini-mental State Exam (MMSE), the Montreal
Cognitive Assessment (MoCA), and the Clinical Dementia
Rating with the MMSE being the most widely used in the
clinical setting [6].
Neuroimaging plays a less prominent role in diagnosing
MND compared to cognitive testing. Current guidelines
recommend the use of neuroimaging in the evaluation of
MND to rule out structural and reversible causes such as
neoplasms, chronic subdural hematomas, or normal pressure
hydrocephalus [7, 8].
Functional neuroimaging (fNI) in MND is an area
of ongoing research. fNI includes a variety of imaging
techniques with the ability to examine tissue perfusion and
metabolism. In other words, healthy brain function relies on
highly responsive mechanisms of blood flow regulation that
are sensitive to the immediate and shifting demands for
steady glucose metabolism throughout the brain [9]. This can
be termed neurovascular coupling (NVC). Any disruption in
precise NVC, termed neurovascular uncoupling (NVU), may
result in obvious cognitive and physical deficits [10].
Evidence continues to increase linking MND and NVU
[11, 12]. Specifically, studies using arterial spin labeling, an
MRI technique that measures blood flow through arterioles
and capillaries, have found cerebral hypoperfusion in
patients with mild MND [13]. Interestingly, the same areas
of cerebral hypoperfusion found on arterial spin labeling
demonstrated hypometabolism on 18F-2-flouro-2-deoxy-Dglucose (FDG)-PET images [13, 14]. Chronic NVU, as seen
in MND, can hasten neurodegeneration via several proposed
processes including neuroinflammation and oxidative stress
induction with associated amyloid beta (Aβ) deposition, tau
hyperphosphorylation, and synaptic malfunction leading to
eventual neuronal injury [10, 15-18]. Additionally, chronic
oxidative stress from Aβ deposition inhibits production of
vasodilator agents further increasing NVU [18]. However,
the research linking MND and NVU largely investigates
Alzheimer’s disease where evidence that links NVU to other
forms of MND is lacking and needs further elucidation.
Alzheimer’s disease where evidence that links NVU to
other forms of MND is lacking and needs further elucidation.
Functional MRI (fMRI) is widely used and a commonly
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accepted tool for detection of brain activation [19]. Simply,
when an area of the brain is activated, for example, the
occipital lobe during visual activity, there is a sharp inflow
of oxyhemoglobin that is far greater than the transient
oxygen consumption in that region. This leads to a decrease
in deoxyhemoglobin concentration in the area and alteration
of the local magnetic susceptibility (blood oxygen leveldependent (BOLD) signal), which is picked up by MRI.
Thus providing an indirect measurement of neuronal activity,
including changes resulting in hypo-or hyperactivation of
neurons.
In patients with MND, task-related (i.e. neurocognitive
tests) fMRI has the theoretical potential to detect early brain
NVU [20, 21]. The ability to combine neurocognitive testing
with fMRI provides the foundation for MND screening,
early intervention, and even characterization of MND based
on specific cognitive deficits. However, its use has largely
been limited to research because it lacks essential features
necessary for clinical assessment: 1) a concurrently validated,
reliable, and objective standardized protocol appropriate
for the MRI scanning environment; and 2) a clinically
acceptable normative- based contextualization procedure for
appropriate individualized patient assessment. We therefore
present Functional NeuroCognitive ImagingTM (fNCI) and
Notus NeuroCogsTM (Cognitive FX; Provo, UT), a unique
assessment protocol that combines the validity of conventional
neuropsychological testing standards with the reliability and
objectivity of informational data output provided by fMRI.
The fNCITM and Notus NeuroCogsTM protocol
successfully identified both severity and localization of NVU
in 300+ patients who suffered a mild traumatic brain injury
(mTBI). For many patients, subjective post-concussion
symptom scale measurements were not indicative of the degree
of NVU. However, the sensitivity of our protocol allowed for
detection of significant differences in severity and locations of
NVU [22, 23]. This objective analysis of the regional NVU in
comparison to a normative atlas allowed for the development
of a customized neurotherapy regimen based on each patient’s
unique cognitive deficit profile.
The pathophysiology of mTBI, like MND as described
above, is associated with NVU. Therefore, this report
describes the novel use of fNCI and Notus NeuroCogsTM
in the evaluation of four patients with suspected MND. It is
believed that this protocol will a) aid in the early detection
and characterization of MND, providing opportunity for early
intervention, and b) be clinically relevant allowing for its use
in the individual patient.

Methods and Materials
Functional task battery
The Notus NeuroCogsTM functional task battery
(Notus Neuropsychological, Orem, UT) employed in fNCI
underwent iterative pilot testing to ensure concurrent validity,
reliability, objectivity, and suitability for the MRI scanning
environment [22-27], and is comprised of six neuropsychologic
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test adaptations: the functional Matrix Reasoning TestTM
(f-MRT), the functional Trail Making Test-BTM (f-TMT),
the functional Picture Naming TestTM (f-PNT), the
functional Face Memory TestTM (f-FMT), the functional
Verbal Memory TestTM (f-VMT), and the functional Verbal
Fluency TestTM (f-VFT). Each of the six tasks includes eight
test phases presented in alternating fashion with rest phases,
in which the subject is asked to silently count from 1 to 10.
Compliance monitoring is performed at intervals during each
task. Operative descriptions are outlined below:
The f-MRT tests non-verbal problem solving using a
3x3 array of visually complex figures with one figure missing.
The subject is then instructed to select the best match for the
missing figure from among four “candidate” figures by pressing
a designated button.
The f-TMT measures cognitive flexibility by presenting
a virtual connect-the-dots tasks using a button pad response
system. Randomly arranged numbers and letters are displayed
on a screen and the subject must locate and connect each series
of numbers and letters in ascending order while alternating
back and forth between the two character types.

Epps et al.

(Mean = 30.1, σ = 8.5). Edinburgh Handedness Inventory
analysis found right-hand dominance in 91.7% of subjects.
Majority of participants within this population were Caucasian
(75.0%), with the remaining being: Hispanic (11.7%), Asian
(10.0%), and African American (3.3%). Reference subjects all
spoke English as their first language and 180 had at least one
year of higher education (Mean = 14.3, σ = 2.9).
Data analysis revealed 57 specific neural activation
regions, or regions of interest (ROI) found to be taskassociated with Notus NeuroCogsTM (Figure 1). Additionally,
these regions of interest were found to possess a normal
distribution of functional NVC amongst reference subjects.
This distributive property formulated a three-dimensional
activation standard, or normative atlas, which was later used
to statistically contextualize both severity and localization of
NVU in a sample consisting of four patients with suspected
MND (Figures 2-4).

The f-PNT assesses semantic object recognition by
displaying line drawings of common objects for a period of 1.5
seconds each. Subjects are instructed to silently identify each
object upon presentation.
The f-FMT investigates long-term memory. Subjects are
instructed to memorize colored photographs of unfamiliar
faces and informed that they will be required to identify some
of the faces at a later time. Twenty faces are presented twice
in 2 random orders for three seconds each during scanning.
Recognition accuracy is recorded on a post-scan test.
The f-VMT analyzes short-term verbal memory. For each
test run, the subject views a series of eight common words
for one second each and is instructed to silently memorize
the words as they appear. Subjects are given 12 additional
seconds after all words have been presented to recall as many
as possible. The f-VFT is a letter-based fluency test. The
subject is instructed to silently generate as many unique words
as possible (excluding proper names or variants of the same
word) within a 20-second time limit using a given first letter.
Normative atlas
Typical fMRI studies utilize a group-averaging approach,
which compares groups of patients against a sample of healthy
controls, thereby limiting the clinical applicability of this
traditional fMRI approach at the single subject level. In order
to bypass this limitation and further support the reliability of
our functional task battery to employ its clinical application,
we utilized a group-summary analysis approach [26]. Single
- subject fNCI is assessed for NVC/NVU by a qualified
neuroanatomist and is projected against a normative data set
comprised of healthy reference data to extrapolate clinically
relevant evaluations.
The fNCI assessment protocol was initially performed on
a population comprised of 60 normative reference volunteers
(32 Female, 28 Male) between the ages of 19-57 years old
Journal of Neuroimaging in Psychiatry and Neurology | Volume 2 Issue 1, 2017

Figure 1: Interpreting Reports and ROI columns. Each column in
the Notus NeuroCogsTM results of Patient A-D represents a single
ROI. Each ROI indicates a brain region that was found to be reliably
activated in 60 normal control subjects, who were used as a comparison
sample. These ROI sets are also highly consistent with outcomes found
in the vast majority of fMRI research studies using these cognitive
tasks. In each exam figure, ROIs are grouped together by cognitive
function and color-coded with a descriptive heading for that function
(e.g., Executive Functioning, Visual Processing, etc.). It is important to
keep in mind that some regions might be considered more central to
the major cognitive components of the task than others. The findings
sections are thus organized roughly by regions of greater to lesser
essential contribution to each cognitive task.

Patient characteristics
Patients A-D presented to the clinic with symptoms
concerning for MND. Patient A is a 63 year-old male with
a past medical history of mild cognitive impairment (MCI)
who presented with worsening short-term and spatial
memory loss, decreased processing speed, and irritability. He
had a provincial diagnosis of MCI, made 2 years prior, and
was taking Aricept. He also has a family history of unspecified
neurologic disorders.
Patient B is a 78 year-old male with a past medical
history of coronary heart disease (CAD) who presented with
short-term memory loss, episodes of confusion, and impaired
focus. He first noticed the symptoms 2 years prior and
endorses progressive worsening. His CAD has been stable on
Metoprolol and low dose Aspirin. He has no family history of
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neurologic disorders.
Patient C is a 79 year-old female with a past medical history
of general anxiety disorder, hypothyroidism, and arrhythmia
who presented with word finding difficulty in both speech and
writing, irritability, short-term memory loss, brain fog, and
headaches. She noticed these symptoms 5 months prior to
presentation and endorses progressive worsening. Her medical
conditions remain stable on Levothyroxine, Buproprion, and
Metoprolol. She has no family history of neurologic disorders.
Patient D is a 72 year-old female with no significant
past medical history who presented with gait instability and
brain fog. She noticed these symptoms 7 months prior to
presentation and endorses progressive worsening. She has a
family history of unspecified neurologic disorders.
Structural and functional imaging of patients A-D
Prior to functional imaging with fNCITM and Notus
NeuroCogsTM patients A-D underwent a structural MRI
of the brain and/or cervical spine. Specifically, axial T1 3D
FSPGR, sagittal T1 FLAIR, axial T2 FLAIR, coronal T1
FLAIR, and SWI images were obtained. Cervical MRI
included axial T1 GRE, axial 2D MERGE, an axial 3D fiesta
sequence, sagittal T1 FSE, sagittal T2 fr FSE, sagittal STIR,
sagittal T2 Oblique, and axial T2 fr FSE.
The MRI’s were read by a qualified neuroradiologist
and impressions recorded. fMRI with fNCITM and Notus
NeuroCogsTM was subsequently performed. The Notus
NeuroCogsTM were performed as outlined in “Functional Task
Battery”.
Statistical analysis
The location and severity of NVU in each of the 57 specific
ROI of Patients A-D were compared to the three-dimensional
activation standard formulated from our 60 healthy volunteers.
The amount of average deviation was calculated for each
patient. The average deviation compares the overall standard
deviation of the 57 ROI to our 60 healthy volunteers and
categorizing them into Healthy, Mild, Moderate, and Severe
levels. It is important to note that these classifications only
identify the severity of NVU, not the severity of MND. Also,
because the deviation from the mean for any specific ROI could
be negative or positive the scores have been rectified so that
any negative value is changed to positive. This allows for more
simple characterization of overall deviation (i.e. hypoactive
deviation does not cancel out hyperactive deviation).

Results
Structural MRI of patients A-D
A summary of the structural imaging findings of Patients
A-D can be found in Table 2. fMRI with fNCITM and Notus
NeuroCogsTM of Patients A-D. A summary of the functional
imaging results for patients A-D is found in Table 1.
Overall, Patient A demonstrated severe cognitive deficits
(> 2 SD from the mean) in 16 of 57 ROI (average deviation
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of 1.38), patient B in 26 of 57 ROI (average deviation of
1.73), patient C in 20 of 57 ROI (average deviation of 1.49),
and patient D in 14 of 57 ROI (average deviation of 1.27).
These results correspond with Moderate, Severe, Severe, and
Moderate neurovascular uncoupling, respectively (Figure 4)
Only the specific Notus NeuroCogTM scoring of Patient A and
D will be presented here, as these two patients are of particular
interest as will be outlined in the “discussion” section.
Table 1: Summary of fNCITM and Notus NeuroCogsTM scores for 4 patients suspected to have MND. The Notus NeuroCogTM test is listed on
the left hand column and patient on the top row. Scores are reported with
the numerator being the number of ROI’s outside 2 SD of the mean and
the denominator being the number of ROI in the given functional test.
Total ROI > 2 SD from the mean, average SD from the mean, and NVU
severity are given for each patient. * Represents functional tests where 1 or
more ROI showed hyperactivity as opposed to hypoactivity. Patient Notus.
fMRT

A

B

C

D

2/11

8/11

1/11

2/11*

fTMT

5/8

4/8

4/8

0/8

fPNT

1/10

1/10

1/10*

0/10

fFMT

2/11

5/11

8/11

5/11

fVMT

0/8

3/8

0/8

0/8

fVFT

6/9

5/9

4/9

7/9

Total

16/57

26/57

20/57

14/57

Average SD

1.38

1.73

1.49

1.27

NVU Score

Moderate

Severe

Severe

Moderate

Patient A’s average deviation of 1.38 (> 2 SD in 16/57
ROI) indicates Moderate overall NVU (Figure 2 and 4).
In the f-MRT, Patient A scored one standard deviation
above or below the mean in the 9 of 11 ROI, two standard
deviations below the mean in 2 of 11 ROI, and within one
standard deviation of only 2 of 11 ROI (Figure 2A). Thus
showing severe (> 2 SD) cognitive deficits in attention/
impulse control and subcortical sensory processing.
In the f-TMT, Patient A scored one standard deviation
above or below the mean in 8 of 8ROI, two standard deviations
above or below the mean in 5 of 8 ROI, and three standard
deviations below the mean in 2 of 8 ROI (Figure 2C). Thus
showing severe cognitive deficits in attention/impulse control,
spatial processing, visual 254 processing, visual search abilities,
and motor response.
In the f-PNT, Patient A scored one standard deviation
above or below the mean in 4 of 10ROI, three standard
deviations below the mean in 1 of 10 ROI, and within one
standard deviation of the mean in 6 of 10 ROI (Figure 2E).
Thus showing severe cognitive deficitsin only attention/
impulse control.
In the f-FMT, Patient A scored one standard deviation
above or below the mean in 7 of 11
ROI and within one standard deviation in 4 of 11 ROI
(Figure 2F). Thus showing severe cognitive deficits in only
memory encoding.
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In the f-VMT, Patient A scored within one standard
deviation of the mean in 8 of 8 ROI (Figure 2B). Thus showing
no severe cognitive deficits in this functional task.

Figure 2: Notus NeuroCogsTM results for Patient A. The 6 Notus
NeruoCogsTM results for Patient A are represented. Per Figure 1 each
column within each Notus NeruoCogsTM or cognitive function test,
represents 1 neural ROI. Each Notus NeruoCogsTM is then divided
into the specific cognitive functions tested for as represented by
different colors. The standard curve, or normative atlas, is represented
by the shades of blue in the column with each shade representing 1
standard deviation. The bolded bars represents Patient A’s deviation
compared to the standard curve produced from our 60 healthy subjects.

In the f-VFT, Patient A scored above or below one
standard deviation of the mean in 9 of 9 ROI, two standard
deviations above or below the mean in 6 of 9 ROI, and
three standard deviations above or below the mean in 2 of 9
ROI (Figure 2D). Thus showing severe cognitive deficits in
language/speech motor systems, working memory, executive
attention, and word retrieval.
Patient D’s average deviation of 1.27 (> 2 SD in 14/57
ROI) indicates Moderate overall NVU (Figure 3 and 4).

In the f-MRT, Patient D scored one standard deviation
above or below the mean in the 4 of 11 ROI, two standard
deviations above or below the mean in 2 of 11 ROI, and
within one standard deviation in 7 of 11 ROI (Figure 2A).
Thus showing severe (> 2 SD) cognitive deficits in cognitive
effort, attention focus, impulse control, inhibitory control, and
rudimentary cognitive and motor operations.
In the f-TMT, Patient D scored one standard deviation
above or below the mean in 1 of 8 ROI and within 1 standard
deviation of the mean in the remaining 7 of 8 ROI (Figure
2C). Thus showing no severe cognitive deficits.
Journal of Neuroimaging in Psychiatry and Neurology | Volume 2 Issue 1, 2017

Figure 3: Notus NeuroCogsTM results for Patient D. The 6 Notus
NeruoCogsTM results for Patient B are represented. Per Figure 1 each
column within each Notus NeruoCogsTM or cognitive function test,
represents 1 neural ROI. Each Notus NeruoCogsTM is then divided into
the specific cognitive functions tested for as represented by different
colors. The standard curve, or normative atlas, is represented by the
shades of blue in the column with each shade representing 1 standard
deviation. The bolded bars represent Patient D’s NVU measurements
compared to the standard curve produced from our 60 healthy subjects.

In the f-PNT, Patient D scored one standard deviation
above or below the mean in 2 of 10 ROI and within one
standard deviation of the mean in 8 of 10 ROI (Figure 2E).
Thus showing no severe cognitive deficits.
In the f-FMT, Patient D scored one standard deviation
above or below the mean in 6 of 11ROI, three standard
deviations above the mean in 5 of 11 ROI, and within one
standard deviation in 5 of 11 ROI (Figure 2F). Thus showing
severe cognitive deficits in primary mechanism for encoding
information into long-term memory, executive functions
supporting strategic memory encoding, cognitive effort,
attention focus, performance monitoring, and inhibitory control.
In the f-VMT, Patient D scored above or below one
standard deviation of the mean in 7 of 8 ROI and within one
standard deviation of the mean in 1 of 8 ROI (Figure 2B).
Thus showing no severe cognitive deficits.
In the f-VFT, Patient D scored above or below one
standard deviation of the mean in 8 of 9 ROI, above or below
two standard deviations of the mean in 7 of 9 ROI, and
above or below three standard deviations of the mean in 3
of 9 ROI (Figure 2D). Thus showing severe cognitive deficits
in internal speech articulation, working memory supporting
verbal retrieval, cognitive effort/flexibility, attention focus, and
performance monitoring.
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Figure 4: Average Deviation scores in all ROI for patients A-D. The
normative range for overall deviation within the 57 ROI is displayed.
The mean deviation for a sample of 60 healthy controls is 0.80 with
a SD of 0.20 as shown with various shades of blue at 1, 2, and 3 SD.
The higher deviations correlate with worse overall NVU. Patients A-D
are labeled on the graph. It is important to note that the scores have
been rectified so that any negative value is changed to positive. This is
due to having ROI that show both hypo- and hyperactivation thereby
decreasing the average deviation if the deviation was not rectified. This
allows for more simple characterization of overall deviation. It is also
important to note that the labels classifying healthy, mild, moderate,
and severe are based on SD from the mean. These do not indicate
severity of MND but rather severity of NVU.

Discussion

This report describes the novel use of fNCITM and
Notus NeuroCogsTM in the evaluation of four patients
with suspected MND. Currently, the use of fMRI is largely
confined to a research role due to a lack of essential clinical
characteristics such as a standardized protocol suitable for
the MRI scanning environment and a normative-based
contextualization procedure to which the individual patient is
assessed. The outlined protocol seeks to resolve these clinical
deficits and demonstrates fMRI’s possible clinical relevance as
demonstrated in four patients with suspected MND.

Two patients in particular demonstrate possibilities
of fNCITM and Notus NeuroCogsTM in the evaluation of
cognitive impairment. That is, the possibility of a) more precise
characterization of cognitive impairment, including severity,
in those diagnosed with MCI or MND and b) early detection
in patients not diagnosed with MCI or MND but who display
concerning symptoms. Patient A helps demonstrate the
former and Patient D the latter. It is important to note that
structural imaging alone for patients A-D was insufficient to
confirm a MND diagnosis (Table 2).
Clinically, patient A meets certain requirements of an
MND diagnosis including cognitive deficits (i.e memory
and processing speed) and a decline in a previous point of
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functioning. However, with our novel use of fMRI in the
fNCITM and Notus NeuroCogsTM protocol, we were able to
characterize, in a unique and innovative way, not only the
cognitive deficits occurring but also the severity to which they
occur. Specifically, when compared to a normative atlas, patient
A showed severe (> 2 SD from the mean) deficits in 16 of 57
ROI involving attention/impulse control, subcortical sensory
processing, spatial processing, visual processing, visual search
abilities, motor response, memory encoding, language/speech
320 motor systems, working memory, and word retrieval.
These findings are meaningful in three primary ways. First,
it presents the possibility for clinicians to have objective data
concerning the severity of cognitive impairment including
which cognitive functions are most threatened. Second,
it provides the clinicians targets at which neurocognitive
rehabilitative therapies (brain games, etc.) might be directed. It
then allows for a baseline measurement to which future scans
might be compared to determine progress, regress, or stability
of cognitive impairment. Lastly, and not to be discounted, it
provides objective justification to the subjective symptoms
with which the patient has suffered.
Patient D demonstrates the possibility of fNCITM and
Notus NeuroCogsTM to identify early cognitive impairment
in patients at risk for MND. Patient D’s risk factors for
MND development include increased age, family history
of neurologic disorders, and recent onset neurocognitive
complaints (i.e., “brain fog”). Prior to presentation, patient
D had no significant past medical history and considered
herself to be in good health. However, the fNCITM and Notus
NeuroCogsTM protocol identified severe (> 2 SD from the
mean) cognitive deficits in 14 of 57 ROI involving rudimentary
cognitive and motor operations, internal speech articulation,
working memory supporting verbal retrieval, cognitive effort/
flexibility, attention focus, performance monitoring, primary
mechanism for encoding information into long term memory,
executive functions supporting strategic memory encoding,
cognitive effort, attention focus, performance monitoring,
and inhibitory control. The significance of the findings for
patient A certainly applies to patient D. However, patient D
demonstrates the possible added advantage for clinicians to
detect early cognitive impairment in patients with risk factors
for MND. These findings suggest the ability to detect specific
cognitive impairments, 343 possibly even before the patient
notices functional impairment in their day-to-day life.
The Notus NeuroCogsTM protocol was developed
to resemble, as closely as possible, the most widely used
neuropsychological tests [28, 29]. This maximizes the
interpretability and application of the data (both normative
and pathologic) obtained from our fNCIT scans [22]. There are
distinct advantages of the fNCITM and Notus NeuroCogsTM
protocol compared to conventional neurocognitive testing.
For example, a clinician may employ the use of the classic
“paper and pencil” Matrix Reasoning Test to a patient with
suspected cognitive impairment. In which case the clinician
will only learn whether or not the patient solves the matrix
problems correctly. The fNCITM and Notus NeuroCogsTM
protocol allows the clinician to identify underlying deficits
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Table 2: Summary of structural imaging findings for Patient A-D. A qualified neuroradiologist read the MRI Brain and/or C-spine for patients A-D.
Significant findings are listed under “significant findings”. Also, the neuroradiologist’s general impression of how these findings related to a diagnosis of MND
is listed. Of note, no patient was able to have a diagnosis of MND confirmed with the structural imaging even in the context of his or her clinical histories. *
Represents patients who had an MRI of Cervical Spine. The results of both were the same, “Diffuse degenerative disc change throughout the cervical spine”.
A

B

C

D

Modality

MRI Brain

MRI Brain

MRI Brain and
*C-Spine

MRI Brain and
*C-Spine

Significant
Findings

Moderate cortical atrophy;
Ventricular enlargement;
Widening of temporal
horn and choroid fissure of
hippocampus; Periventricular
white matter ischemic
changes.

Significant cerebral atrophy
with widening of the
temporal horn and the
ambient Cistern; Multiple
focal areas of white matter
disease are present in
the sub cortical regions
bilaterally.

Mild cortical atrophy with
temporal lobe as the most
significant; The choroid
fissure and temporal horn are
more visible than normal; No
significant loss of hippocampal
grey matter; Mild periventricular
bright signal.

Supra-tentorial ventricles are
diffusely enlarged; Significant
medial temporal and parietal
lobe atrophy; There is
enlargement of the temporal
horn and choroid fissure;
Hippocampal grey matter
shows very slight loss of grey
matter height.

Neuroradiologist
impression

“Alzheimer’s dementia is not
confirmed on this exam.”

“This pattern can be seen
in AD as well as ageing
and underlying vascular
conditions such as chronic
hypertension & diabetes.”

“All of these findings are
consistent with ageing.”

“The over all appearance
suggests early Alzheimer’s
dementia. Although the
syndrome of normal pressure
hydrocephalus may be
responsible for the patients
symptoms. Other causes for
the atrophy are not ruled out.”

and functionality of the independent neural mechanisms (i.e.,
NVU) contributing to the patient’s impairment in terms of
a single value (i.e., z-score). The data can be used to guide
neurotherapy and improvement of deterioration resulting
from the underlying pathology as opposed to a superficial
representation of the pathology (i.e., pencil and paper test)
[22].

structures (f-VMT) (Figure 2B and 2F). This suggests that
although significant NVU has occurred in several ROI
for patient A, these particular areas may be attempting to
compensate via hyperactivation and are therefore in the
early stages of increasing NVU and impending malfunction.
This may be supported on future scans of patient A if severe
hypoactivation is seen in these same ROI.

The use of fMRI in patients with MND is limited to a
selected number of research group [20]. Early on, the use of
fMRI to assess MCI and MND focused on memory tasks,
correlating it with hippocampal activation and other medial
temporal lobe structures. Results were largely consistent,
showing decreased hippocampal activity with memory tasks
in patients with diagnosed MND [30-34]. The results of
this report support these findings as the severe deficits (> 2
SD from the mean) of patients A-D in memory associated
Notus NeuroCogsTM (i.e., f-FMT, f-VMT, and f-VFT) all
demonstrated hypoactivation, representing a decrease in
metabolic activity 365 and associated neuronal dysfunction in
ROI associated with memory tasks (Table 1).

Most studies investigating task-related fMRI and
MND use memory-associated tasks. Our fNCITM and
Notus NeuroCogsTM protocol is novel in that we use not
only memory associated tasks, but also tasks associated with
executive functioning, attention/impulse control, spatial
processing, visual processing, visual search abilities, motor
response, complex object recognition, language and speech
motor areas, and word retrieval. This allows for additional
assessment of other cognitive functions affected by MND.
Assessment of additional functional areas may aid in 388 the
diagnosis of atypically presenting or early stage MND.

Few studies have researched MCI patients and those
genetically at risk for MND development [35-38]. These
studies have yielded less consistent results with some studies
reporting decreased temporal lobe activation with memory
tasks and others showing an increase in activity [39-42].
However, it has been hypothesized that this temporal lobe
hyper-activation in memory-task associated fMRI may be
a result of compensation for neuronal malfunction in other
regions of the brain and predict near-future cognitive decline
[39, 43, 44]. Interestingly, patient A showed regions of both
hypoactivation and hyperactivation (Figure 2). Specifically,
hyperactivation was seen with memory-associated tasks
in occipital lobe structures (f-FMT) and in temporal lobe
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Another possibility of our fNCITM and Notus
NeuroCogsTM protocol is the capability to guide not only
neurocognitive rehabilitation but also pharmacotherapy.
Studies have shown that neural regions of NVU in patients
with MCI and MND overlap with anatomical regions of high
amyloid burden [45-47], which is confirmed by supportive
PET imaging evidence [48, 49]. As anti-amyloid therapies
continue to be developed that target these NVU sensitive areas,
fNCITM and Notus NeuroCogsTM could serve as a therapeutic
guide and a monitor of treatment efficacy.
An area of particular interest to our study, though not
directly addressed, is the use of fMRI in the resting state. Resting
state connectivity studies allow for further understanding
of intrinsic connectivity networks, specifically the Default
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Mode Network (DMN) [50]. Included in the DMN are
brain regions that are activated (i.e. functional connectivity)
when an individual is awake and alert but deactivated when
the brain engages in task performance. Interestingly, DMN
functional connectivity has been consistently shown to
decrease in patients with MND, specifically Alzheimer’s
disease, and even those at risk for MND development [48,
51-53]. Though the present study was particularly interested
in task-related functional changes, future studies investigating
the use of our protocol and DMN changes in patients with
MND are warranted.
It is of utmost importance that the findings and claims
presented in this report be tempered according to the several
limitations of the study. First, due to the small sample size
(n = 4) the ability to generalize to any population is wanting.
A larger sample size must be used in future studies for more
reliable generalization. Second, when considering the findings
in Patient A and D, confounding factors, specifically nonreversible risk factors such as age, sex, and family history,
cannot be discounted. Third, the adaptation of the cognitive
functional tests for the fMRI scanning environment must
demonstrate the same, if not better, sensitivity and specificity
for detecting cognitive impairment as do the classic “paper
and pencil” versions to merit its use in assessment of MND.
This has been addressed by using standardized administration
procedures, refined through years of extensive pre-testing,
and verifying the validity, reliability, and objectivity of our
functional task battery [22-27]. Fourth, the population from
which our normative atlas was derived included healthy 1957 year-olds. The mean age of MND onset is above 60 years
of age. Therefore, the mean NVU occurring in healthy 60 +
year-olds may be slightly higher than the mean derived from
our normative atlas. However, studies of cognitive decline
in normal aging have shown only minimal changes in NVU
[54]. Also, the cognitive decline occurring in normal aging is
not as diffuse as that found for patients A-D. Nevertheless, a
normative atlas using a healthy population of 60 + year-olds
should be obtained in future studies. Fifth, the possibilities
of our described protocol to detect early brain NVU and to
discriminate between severities in MND largely relies on the
assumption that NVU and MND have a causal relationship.
There is an increasing body of evidence supporting NVU’s
role in MND. However, these studies largely investigate
Alzheimer’s disease and the role between NVU and other
MND’s (i.e. fronto-temporal degeneration, lewy body disease,
vascular disease, substance/medication induced, prion disease,
Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease, MND secondary to
another medical condition, MND due to multiple etiologies,
and unspecified 434 MND) must further be elucidated before
our protocol can be generalized to other forms of MND.
Lastly, the fNCITM and Notus NeuroCogsTM protocol has
largely been used in the assessment of cognitive function in
patients with mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI), not MND.
Regardless, the pathophysiology of cognitive decline in mTBI
and MND both involve NVU and our protocol has been
successfully applied to patients with other neurologic disorders
such as narcolepsy and obsessive-compulsive disorder [24, 26].
Traditional assessment of MND by fMRI lacks clinical
Journal of Neuroimaging in Psychiatry and Neurology | Volume 2 Issue 1, 2017
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characteristics necessary to apply this technology to the
individual patient. Our fNCITM and Notus NeuroCogsTM
protocol provides standardized and verified task-related tests
suitable for the MRI scanning environment and the normative
data required to contextualize the individual patient both on
levels of characterization of cognitive impairment as well
as severity. Specifically, patient A and D demonstrated the
possibility of fNCITM and Notus NeuroCogsTM to a) more
precisely characterize cognitive impairment in those diagnosed
with MCI or MND and b) detect MND earlier, respectively.

Conclusion

This report outlines the novel use of fMRI in the
assessment of MND and demonstrates its use in four patients.
Our fNCITM and Notus NeuroCogsTM protocol provides
standardization and verification of classical neuropsychologic
testing adapted to the MRI scanning environment with the
normative data required to apply the protocol to the individual
patient. fNCITM hopes to increase the clinical capability of
fMRI in the assessment of MND. Thus giving clinicians a
powerful tool in the assessment of cognitive impairment and
helping them to guide diagnosis and therapy. The reported
findings are admittedly preliminary and future studies are
needed to further support the claims made in this report.
Future studies using the fNCITM and Notus NeuroCogsTM
protocol should focus on its use in a) early screening and
detection of MCI and MND, b) establishing pre-treatment
benchmarks and treatment monitoring using age appropriate
study groups, c) identifying targets for neurocognitive
rehabilitation and other forms of neurotherapy, d) elucidating
the degree of NVU occurring in the healthy aging population,
and e) characterization of MND based on specific cognitive
deficits.
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